COLOR INFUSED PRESSURE TREATING PROCESS

MICROSHADES COLOR INFUSED
PRESSURE TREATED FENCING
Get the rich look of cedar at a fraction of
the cost with MicroShades color infused
pressure treated wood fencing.
MicroShades is the only pigmented colorant system that is used in-solution to
fully penetrate the wood fiber, providing
protection from foreign agents like
termites and rot, while giving the wood a
deep brown hue similar to natural cedar.
Readily available in pickets and matching
components, MicroShades provides a
great solution to rising cedar costs and
tight availability as well as customers who
want the beauty of a colored wood fence
without the cost and maintenance of
painting or staining.

We have seen a lot of growth with the
MicroShades category this year. MicroShades is the perfet in-between product for cedar and treated.
- Satisfied MicroShades Retailer

Available products:
11/16” x 6” - 6’ Premium
Rough Sawn Dog Eared Pickets
2” x 4” - 8’ Matching Back Rails
4” x 4” - 8’ & 10’ Matching Posts
Pre-built panels also available
MicroShades is a pressure treated wood product. Like all wood products, MircoShades
pickets will move, shrink and even swell depending on weathering and moisture content in
each picket which may cause inconsistent picket spacing. The color of individual pickets
may vary from light reddish brown to dark reddish brown and some may have color striping
near the heartwood which is completely normal. MicroShades is treated with micronized
copper preservatives, which help protect against termite damage and fungal decay.
MicroShades is covered by a 2-year stain and fade warranty.

MicroShades has done really well for us.
It looks a lot like cedar, and since cedar
pricing has gone through the roof, MicroShades has been much more aﬀorable
for homeowners. We haven’t had any
installation issues with it either; overall
it’s been a great product.
- Experienced MicroShades Installer

The MicroShades color treatment process is
the first treated wood process to be certified
under Scientific Certification Systems Environmentally Preferable Product (EPP)
program based on Life-Cycle Assessment. It
also meets the stringent standards for low
volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions
and is approved for points toward National
Green Building Certification.
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